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Tabling of an omnibus bill to protect investors, facilitate the fight against 

tax evasion and improve financial oversight of special funds 
 
Québec, November 10, 2010 – The Minister of Finance, Raymond Bachand, today tabled in 
the National Assembly a bill to protect investors, facilitate the fight against tax evasion and 
improve financial oversight of special funds 
 
Oversight of money services businesses 
The main objective of this bill is to implement a new oversight structure for businesses 
offering money services such as currency exchange, transfer of funds, cheque cashing and 
the operation of private automated teller machines. The oversight of these businesses is part 
of a broad offensive against tax evasion and money laundering. “Since there was very little 
oversight of money services businesses, some of them, despite themselves, are at times at 
the centre of money laundering and tax evasion schemes. With this bill, we want to contribute 
to the prevention of these crimes,” the Minister said.  
 
Amendments to various laws of the financial sector 
The bill also proposes amendments affecting various laws of the financial sector. It broadens 
the powers of the Bureau de décision et de révision and allows it to impose fines for each 
violation. In addition, the bill adds a new infraction in the Securities Act regarding market 
manipulation, as well as immunity against civil suits for whistleblowers to the Autorité des 
marchés financiers.  
 
Furthermore, the bill proposes to amend the Derivatives Act to improve the oversight of 
persons authorized to market a derivative as well as strengthen the process of authorization 
of the marketing of the product. 
 
Better financial oversight of special funds 
Lastly, the bill proposes legislative amendments regarding special funds. These amendments 
have two objectives: subject the expenditures of special funds to an annual vote by 
parliamentarians, as is currently the case for the appropriations of government departments, 
and incorporate their revenue into the consolidated revenue fund. As announced in the last 
budget, with the creation of two new funds to finance road and public transit infrastructure as 
well as health services, the government wishes to continue to use special funds, since they 
help provide a more direct link between the revenues raised from users and the government's 
spending relating to certain services. These funds also provide the public with a better 
indication of how the revenue raised is spent. 
 
“This bill is therefore very important and, in that sense, I encourage the opposition parties to 
cooperate in passing it since it benefits all taxpayers and helps in the fight against tax 
evasion, while improving investor protection,” the Minister concluded. 
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